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Last week the children were extremely busy making several items relating to 

Supertato. 

All the children had an opportunity to make either a Supertato or an Evil Pea 

biscuit. They looked very scrumptious. 

We have also been busy making our own Supertato with REAL potatoes, 

which has then lead to discussions around the growth of different vegetables.   

This week we will be talking to the children about how Superheroes get their 

Super strength and how they stay fit and healthy. Over the course of the 

week we have planned different exercises for the children to trial and we will 

be talking about the changes that take place in our bodies. For example, 

once we have warmed up, we will be getting the children to notice how 

quickly they are breathing. 

 Throughout the week we will be making a delicious fruit salad to encourage 

the children’s understanding of healthy and unhealthy foods. Following on 

from this activity we will be making ‘healthy’ verses unhealthy plates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parents/Carers 

As of this term, we will no longer be using the Focus Child system. We will 

now be having parent meetings to coincide with the school. Dates will be 

confirmed.  

Can you also ensure your child brings in a hat, scarf and gloves to Nursery, 

as we are in the garden every day. Thank you.  

We are still having a few issues with Tapestry this term; we will update all 

your child’s observations as soon as the problem is sorted.  

 

 

   BIRTHDAYS        

Congratulations to 

Michael Romok who 

celebrated his 4th birthday 

over the last week. 

 

 

 

What you can do at home with your child: 

To develop your child’s fine muscle control you can 
encourage them to use child safety scissors at home. 
They can use a variety of old catalogues, flyer, TV 
guides or Christmas cards. Encourage your child to cut 
around their favourite characters or pictures. 
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